
Introduction 

The Gestation of German Biology 

Historians want to write histories of biology in the eighteenth century, but they do not realize 

that biology did not exist then, and that the pattern of knowledge that has been familiar to us for 

a hundred and fifty years is not valid for a previous period. And that, if biology was unknown, 

there was a very simple reason for it: that life itself did not exist. All that existed was living 

beings, which were viewed through the grid of knowledge constituted by natural history. 

Foucault, The Order of Thingsi 

This study traces the gestation of German biology from the debate about organism between 

Georg Ernst Stahl and Gottfried Leibniz at the beginning of the eighteenth century to the 

formulation of developmental morphology in the era of Carl Friedrich Kielmeyer and Friedrich 

Schelling at its close. Developments across the eighteenth century in Germany culminated, in the 

decades around 1800, in the assertion of a new research program. As Schelling famously put it in 

1798, with Kielmeyer “a whole new epoch of natural history” took shape.ii That gestation needs 

to be reconstructed. 

In the eighteenth century “biology” certainly did not exist as a disciplinary rubric.iii The 

very term “scientist” was not invented until the nineteenth century.iv Prior to that, those who 

pursued inquiry into the natural world went perforce by other rubrics. The set of categories 

through which I propose to orient my study all derive, quite unsurprisingly, from the protean 

term “nature.” I term “naturalists” the protagonists in this study.v They operated in a conceptual 



field with two distinct poles of orientation. “Natural philosophy” explained the physical world in 

terms of general principles.vi “Natural history,” by contrast, described all the plants, animals, and 

minerals encountered in the material environment.vii By the mid-eighteenth century, natural 

history came to a crossroads in its self-definition and articulation vis-à-vis natural philosophy.viii 

That coincided with some fundamental crises within natural philosophy itself concerning the 

possibility and importance of a “nonmathematical physique,” setting the stage for a shift in the 

“semantic field” of natural inquiry, a paradigm shift that has been conceptualized by historians of 

science as “vital materialism.”ix My thesis is that, over the eighteenth century, naturalists 

undertook to reformulate some domains of natural history (living things) into a distinct branch of 

natural philosophy (ultimately, the science of biology). 

Those who studied the domain of living things before 1800 were quite serious and 

systematic, but what they understood themselves to be doing may well have differed 

substantially from what the discipline of biology later saw as its project. Carl Linnaeus (1707–

78), Georges-Louis Leclerc de Buffon (1707–88), or Albrecht von Haller (1708–77), the most 

eminent naturalists of the eighteenth century, might well have found themselves in a “different 

world,” in a Kuhnian sense, by the mid-nineteenth century.x But that does not signify that their 

project did not have vital connections to what came after. Like the work of Dirk Stemerding, this 

study is animated by “fascination with an historical period in which those who studied plants and 

animals were called ‘naturalists’ and in which ‘biology’ was only just becoming a catchword, 

introduced by those who dreamed about a real science of ‘life.’”xi But my interest is driven by 

concerns for our own philosophy of biology and naturalism more generally.xii Accordingly, this 

study is devoted to the historicist project of reconstructing the progress over the eighteenth 

century that opened the way for a “special science” in a presentist sense.xiii 



The word “biology” came to be evoked by a number of theorists independently around 

1800.xiv However, in his classic The Growth of Biological Thought, Ernst Mayr proclaimed that 

“the coining of the word ‘biology’ did not create a science of biology”; rather, “what existed was 

natural history and medical physiology. The unification of biology had to wait for the 

establishment of evolutionary biology and for the development of such disciplines as 

cytology.”xv Dissenting from Mayr, Trevor DeJager aptly observes, “the coining of new terms 

indicated something significant was happening conceptually as well as culturally.”xvi Thomas 

Bach makes a similar point: “The appearance of the term Biology is an indication of a shift in 

perception in the domain of the natural sciences in which the necessity of the elaboration of a 

new science that concerned itself exclusively with the phenomena of life became manifest.”xvii I 

contend that the embrace of the new term around 1800 signaled a theoretical and methodological 

convergence of natural history with medical physiology in comparative (i.e., zoological) 

physiology that resulted in the field of developmental morphology.xviii The research program 

(Fachgebiet) of Naturgeschichte, as it made the transition toward historicization, found it 

increasingly necessary to move from “external” traits (taxonomic description) to “internal” 

organs, structures, and processes (comparative anatomy and physiology) to explain and 

generalize its findings.xix Conversely, the Fachgebiet of physiology found it increasingly 

important to create developmental and genetic accounts—not only ontogenetically (e.g., in 

embryology) but even phylogenetically for varieties and species.xx The emergent research 

program of morphology was, for all its equivocations, drawn toward actual historical 

development alongside “ideal” typological sequencing.xxi In that sense, it reached out toward the 

new historicizing Naturgeschichte. Developments in each respective Fachgebiet drew them, in 

the apt summation of Thomas Bach, to the “same result: descent explains the similarities in 



organization.”xxii Kielmeyer was the pioneer of this convergence. His “physiological theory of 

forces” and his “temporalized natural history” achieved the connection that offered a systematic 

basis for the emergent science. 

Why Germany? 

It makes perfect sense, of course, to maintain that the development of life science in the 

eighteenth century was a “transnational” affair and that a national focus can be misleading.xxiii 

Nonetheless, there are reasons for a focus on Germany. First, the Germans were operating within 

a distinctive cultural context, especially in religion and philosophy.xxiv Second, and in some 

measure as a result of the first, historians of biology have looked askance at the trajectory of 

German life science over the eighteenth century, considering it foredoomed to the metaphysical 

errancies they associate with Naturphilosophie, ostensibly anathema for any sound constitution 

of the life sciences.xxv This study aims to rebut that way of thinking.xxvi I propose to link the 

gestation of biology in Germany with that most despised phenomenon in the history and 

philosophy of science, Idealist Naturphilosophie. 

As Frederick Beiser observes, “Naturphilosophie has been ignored or spurned for 

decades, by historians of philosophy and science alike. Its reputation suffered greatly under the 

shadow of neo-Kantianism and positivism, which had dismissed it as a form of pseudoscience. . . 

. For many philosophers and scientists, Naturphilosophie became the very model of how not to 

do science.”xxvii His assessment is apt, and it is shared by Robert Richards.xxviii I take my stand 

with Beiser and Richards for a new revisionism.xxix Finally, as Daniel Steuer observes, “there 

seems to be a growing consensus amongst historians of science that the division between 

empirical science, based on experience and experiments, and speculative Romantic 



Naturphilosophie, based on ideas, is an invention of the later nineteenth century.”xxx It is well-

past time to put this prejudice to rest along with all the other complacent dogmas of the positivist 

epoch.xxxi The effort to consolidate biology found positive reinforcement in German Idealist 

philosophy, and instead of viewing Naturphilosophie as a contamination, we might view it as 

historical evidence that something essential to the character of biology as a special science was at 

stake, and thus, this episode in the history of biology might reopen issues in our own philosophy 

of biology.xxxii That makes a specific account of German developments indispensable. 

Three contexts seem pertinent in reconstructing what was distinctive about the German 

Enlightenment insofar as it bore upon the gestation of biology. First, in Germany the religious 

tenor was distinctly stronger than in western Europe.xxxiii More concretely, the tension between 

Pietism and “philosophical rationalism” (Wolffian “school philosophy”) informed the trajectory 

of philosophy (and medicine) in the early Enlightenment.xxxiv Consequently, my point of 

departure will be the relationship between Enlightenment and Pietism in the medical faculty at 

the University of Halle. Second, ensconcement within academia was a pervasive feature of the 

German Enlightenment, given the relative “backwardness” of career opportunities in Germany’s 

public sphere.xxxv This was true a fortiori for the emergent life sciences. My claim is that at least 

in Germany the eventual discipline of biology gestated primarily in the traditional medical 

school world.xxxvi Two university medical faculties played a decisive role: first Halle and then 

Göttingen. Newly formed and animated by a quite innovative temper, Halle and Göttingen were 

from the outset research universities in the sense that Wilhelm von Humboldt would later make 

famous at Berlin, and this was true of their medical faculties. Halle had almost half a century of 

preeminence before Göttingen rose to challenge it in the person of Albrecht von Haller. 

A final distinctive characteristic of the German Enlightenment is the tension between the 



imposition of French cultural models and the assertion of a distinctly German national culture. 

The nascent German culture’s adversarial reaction to the hegemonic imposition of French 

standards has been a perennial theme, and of course, it remains important; French cultural 

dominance clearly provoked a reactive nationalism.xxxvii But not all French influence was 

unprofitable, even if it aroused resistance, and as regards the gestation of biology, I will argue 

that the French influence was both substantial and salutary. To grasp this creative reception of 

French “vital materialism” around the midcentury in Germany, we must contextualize more 

concretely the emergent German Aufklärung, especially in the Royal Prussian Academy of 

Sciences in Berlin (Berlin Academy).xxxviii 

In tracing out the gestation of biology in Germany, our itinerary will take us through 

many of these key sites: the University of Halle, the University of Göttingen, the Berlin  

Academy, and ultimately the University of Jena. The context provided by each of these sites 

proved crucial to the constitution of the emergent science. 

Naturalists and the Medical Faculty 

As Roger French made clear in his strikingly titled Medicine before Science, crisis had beset the 

traditional identity of the “learned physician” in Europe by the close of the seventeenth century. 

Physiology had traditionally served as “a bridge between medical theory proper and the larger 

domain of natural philosophy”; that is, it dressed medicine with academic learning.xxxix But 

traditional physiology (Aristotle and Galen) had come under direct attack by a rival new 

philosophy, the mechanization of the body, associated especially with Descartes.xl “By the end of 

the seventeenth century, . . . the attack on learned physic had succeeded almost entirely.”xli 

According to Descartes and the other “mechanical philosophers” of the late seventeenth century, 



a universal physics had no place for a distinct life science: animate and inanimate matter needed 

to be submitted to a single method—mathesis universalis—whose principle must derive from 

physical mechanics.xlii Descartes concluded that animals had to be mechanisms.xliii His impact is 

vivid in the famous opening argument from the Leviathan (1651) of Thomas Hobbes (1588–

1679): “Life is but a motion of limbs. . . . For what is the heart, but a spring, and the nerves, but 

so many strings, and the joints, but so many wheels, giving motion to the whole body?”xliv 

The bête machine hypothesis became the point of departure for a mechanistic medicine in 

the seventeenth century. Later still it evoked the eighteenth-century elaboration of vital 

materialism, calling Descartes’s bluff with the notorious proposition that man, too, was a 

machine.xlv From the outset, Descartes’s contemporaries “objected that if the bête machine 

concept were accepted, it would be very difficult in the end to prove that man himself was not a 

machine.”xlvi Thus, the animal-machine hypothesis “was not primarily about what animals could 

do but about the implications for man.”xlvii The wily skeptic Pierre Bayle (1647–1706) saw all 

the implications and laid them out in his article “Rorarius.”xlviii Physiology was inextricably 

entangled with philosophy, and from this entanglement would spring the concerns that 

eventually spawned biology. The furious struggles across the entire eighteenth century between 

the defenders of “physicotheology” and their dread opponents, the Epicurean materialists, 

proved, in fact, the birth pains of life science.xlix 

The Italian Giovanni Borelli (1608–79) composed De Motu Animalium (posthumous, 

1680–81), and it went through fifteen editions from 1700 to 1723, propagating 

“iatromechanism.”l This view proposed the derivation of medical diagnosis and therapy from the 

physics of motion, a “purely corporeal (res extensa) investigation of bodily functions” denying 

the soul any influence in physiology.li Concurrently, an alternative, “iatrochemical” approach 



proposed to derive medical diagnosis and therapy from the analysis of “mixtures” and 

“ferments,” drawing on the writings of Paracelsus (Philippus von Hohenheim, 1493–1541) and 

Jan Baptist van Helmont (1579–1644).lii Neither view could oust the other. Because the 

theoretical state of the discipline was in stark disorder, there was simply no doctrinal purity to be 

had.liii 

Adding to the theoretical quandaries was a stark practical challenge. Thomas Sydenham 

(1624–89) confuted the learned physicians and offered an alternative, relentlessly practice-

oriented medicine, invoking the hero of the learned tradition, Hippocrates himself.liv Sydenham 

became famous in Europe for contending that physicians had more to learn from natural histories 

of disease and from case studies of individual patients than from either the book learning of the 

schools or the elaborate experimental work in anatomy and chemistry that was preoccupying a 

number of leading physicians.lv 

Confronted by all these challenges, academic medicine desperately sought a new 

orthodoxy.lvi The figure who achieved a measure of reintegration for learned medicine was 

Herman Boerhaave (1668–1738).lvii While he was not a major innovator, he was able to achieve 

a fusion of the mechanistic approach derived from Descartes with a measure of the “chymistry” 

of the Paracelsians, all the while enthusiastically affirming the Hippocrates-Sydenham emphasis 

on clinical practice.lviii Making it all cohere for over 1,900 medical students from all over 

Europe, notably Britain and Germany, at the University of Leiden from 1701 to 1738, Boerhaave 

emerged as the “teacher of Europe.”lix He enjoyed an unquestioned reputation as the foremost 

European teacher of medicine.lx His personality and pedagogy exerted an enormous influence on 

students.lxi For Albrecht von Haller, Boerhaave was not only his teacher but his “great scientific 

and human model.”lxii “To him I owe eternal affection and everlasting gratitude. . . . Perhaps 



future centuries will produce his equal in genius and learning, but I despair of their producing his 

equal in character.”lxiii Indeed, Boerhaave served as “Albrecht Haller’s grand model for his 

[entire] life.”lxiv Given their number and eminence, the students of the Leiden medical school—

“Boerhaave’s men,” as they have been called—had a decisive impact on the whole medical 

profession in the eighteenth century. They formed a crucial medical network across Europe, in 

constant and fruitful communication.lxv Moreover, Boerhaave had a transformative impact on the 

organization of other medical schools. The program at Leiden became the model for the most 

advanced medical schools of the eighteenth century. Three great medical schools were formed 

after the image of Boerhaave’s Leiden: Edinburgh, Vienna, and Göttingen.lxvi The glaring 

exception was France. Boerhaave had no impact on the Paris medical school, and Montpellier 

ultimately became a bastion of support for his great critic, Georg Ernst Stahl (1659–1734).lxvii 

Boerhaave’s physiological theories were only moderately mechanist, but he was 

generally taken to be the eighteenth-century standard-bearer of this approach, especially after his 

inaugural lecture of 1703.lxviii Later, Boerhaave became famous for bedside instruction of 

medical students. His most prominent students, however, did not report attending any clinical 

rounds. Notably, Haller’s diary contained “no reference . . . concerning this institution,” and in 

the exhaustive manuscripts of Gerard van Swieten (1700–1772), chronicling the whole sweep of 

Boerhaave’s teachings, “only two clinical lectures are mentioned.”lxix Nonetheless, on questions 

of practice and on questions of theory—particularly in physiology—Boerhaave assumed a 

towering eminence in the ensuing era. 

Medicine was the only academic and professional path for a naturalist in early modern 

Europe, and especially in Germany. As Irmtraut Scheele puts it: “Since the career path of the 

botanist, the zoologist, or even of the biologist in general did not yet exist, anyone with a special 



interest in one of these natural sciences was forced to undertake a course of study in medicine for 

the sake of earning a living later.”lxx But within the medical faculty mutations emerged. Central 

to my account is the “calving” over the eighteenth century of research physiology from the larger 

clinical-practical structure and orientation of German academic medicine. There widened a 

decisive division between the clinical-practical direction that the profession of medicine clearly 

sought to pursue and the pure research into a variety of life-forms (their relevance often quite 

remote from human therapeutic ends) that a few members of the medical faculty preferred 

instead.lxxi In short, a very important trend—one that would be embodied in the key eighteenth-

century Göttingen scholars Albrecht von Haller and Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1752–1840), 

who will be central to my account—was the emergence of an increasingly specialized research 

practice within the traditional medical faculty whose agenda proved somewhat at cross-purposes 

with what the larger faculty and profession sought to achieve.lxxii The new physiology became a 

special research field (Fachgebiet) interested not at all in clinical application but rather in 

zoological research for its own sake.lxxiii 

For this research community to carve out its own institutional space, it would need to 

create alliances with parallel impulses within academic medicine and beyond it. Paula Findlen 

writes: “Natural history would continue to be closely associated with medicine through the 

eighteenth century. But increasingly its leading practitioners studied nature apart from 

medicine.”lxxiv Thus, neither the greatest of the late seventeenth-century British naturalists, John 

Ray (1627–1705), nor the “prince of naturalists” in the first half of the eighteenth century in 

France, René-Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (1683–1757), was a physician.lxxv Key 

experimental naturalists of the mid-eighteenth century, especially the Genevans Abraham 

Trembley (1710–84) and Charles Bonnet (1720–93), would also follow that nonmedical path.lxxvi 



Perhaps the greatest French naturalist of the whole century, Georges-Louis Leclerc de Buffon, 

was no physician either.lxxvii From outside medicine the experimental physiologists were abetted 

by those who shared their ambitions, both experimental and philosophical. In fact, philosophers 

and physicians came together as naturalists to create a curious persona—the médecin philosophe 

or philosophischer Arzt—through which they could articulate a common new research domain 

exploring body-mind interaction and the place of life in the order of the physical world.lxxviii 

The term médecin-philosophe came to prominence in France around the middle of the 

eighteenth century. The maverick Julien Offray de La Mettrie (1709–51), the most notorious 

example, insisted that only philosophical physicians could penetrate the labyrinth of man.lxxix It 

became a rubric especially for the school of Montpellier. Théophile Bordeu (1722–76) was 

among the most explicit in identifying himself as a médecin-philosophe.lxxx The French 

médecins-philosophes adopted the “optimistic attitude that a physiological consideration of man 

would throw light upon obscure epistemological and moral-legal problem constellations.”lxxxi 

They believed that even “the most impalpable and spiritual functions of man were to reveal 

themselves empirically, to exhibit sensible signs, and to permit an empirical analysis.”lxxxii 

Conversely, the médecins-philosophes “accepted the decisive argument that physiological states 

affected all human behavior, including intellection, acts of will, and moral behavior.”lxxxiii This 

committed them to influxus physicus (direct interaction between mind and body) as a 

methodological premise, even if they recognized that they could achieve no metaphysical 

solution to the conundrum of the body-mind interaction (commercium corporis et mentis).lxxxiv 

Accordingly, they dared intrude into spheres sacrosanct to metaphysics, to become philosophical 

physicians.lxxxv Crucially, this created the opportunity for philosophers who were not physicians 

to share this persona. Such a consolidated cadre of médecins-philosophes—actual physicians and 



their philosophical allies—played a conspicuous role in vitalizing nature in the Enlightenment. 

The French Challenge: Vital Materialism 

The struggle to establish autonomy for the German language and German culture in light of the 

brilliance and cosmopolitan ubiquity of French culture in the aftermath of the siècle d’or was 

intense.lxxxvi French culture shaped Old Regime courtly-aristocratic culture across all Europe and 

certainly in the Germanies. Frederick II’s Potsdam was a conspicuous instance.lxxxvii There is no 

question that, in the culture-transfer balance, the Germanies weighed heavily as importers. The 

impact of the French on fashion, manners, and thought extended well beyond court culture to the 

urban literate population.lxxxviii For Germany generally, the period around midcentury saw a 

massive invasion by French ideas. Montesquieu exerted a profound influence.lxxxix The impact of 

Rousseau was enormous.xc Voltaire proved an obstreperous presence not only in text but in 

person in these years.xci While no materialist, his sojourn in Prussia was definitely understood as 

part of the same inundation by the esprits forts. 

Still, it would be misguided to infer that the Germans were passive in this situation: there 

can be enormous creativity in (selective) reception, and this they definitely demonstrated across 

the eighteenth century. Moreover, the energies of indigenous creativity were already stirring. By 

midcentury, not only had the Swiss German theorists Johann Jakob Bodmer (1698–1783) and 

Johann Jakob Breitinger (1701–76) challenged Johann Christoph Gottsched (1700–1766) and his 

French neoclassical gospel of taste, but the Swiss German poet Albrecht von Haller had made a 

European mark.xcii And Haller was soon joined by Friedrich Klopstock (1724–1803), whose 

Messias, the key literary work of German Empfindsamkeit (Sensibility), began appearing in 

1748.xciii To be sure, from Berlin, the king of Prussia deemed German a language suitable only 



for servants, and only an obscure provincial historian of Osnabrück dared publicly to differ.xciv 

But by the 1770s, a decisive new generation (the Sturm und Drang) would burst upon the scene, 

and “a German way and art” would prove monumental.xcv 

At midcentury, the “German movement” was still embryonic, but a more general 

Enlightenment was well under way.xcvi The Hochaufklärung (1750–80) responded to the striking 

growth of large cities, especially Hamburg and Berlin but also Leipzig and Frankfurt am 

Main.xcvii With that growth came distinct changes in the cultural milieu. The periodical press took 

shape, for instance.xcviii In addition to urban newspapers, one of the most important developments 

was the circulation of a vast number of “moral weeklies,” which offered instruction in taste and 

style along with—as their title suggests—a great deal of moral instruction.xcix With the rise of the 

so-called gebildeten Stände (educated strata) in the cities came a new “public sphere,” redefining 

the sociocultural meaning of Aufklärung.c It was no longer a matter merely for Gelehrten 

(scholars). The new Bürger needed to achieve independence in judgment: Selbstdenken. To be 

capable of thinking for oneself was to achieve “maturity [Mündigkeit].”ci 

The Berlin Enlightenment, led by the “philosophers on the Spree,” as Gotthold Efraim 

Lessing (1729–81) and Moses Mendelssohn (1729–86) have been called, provided an 

indispensable incubation.cii Berlin was a European center; 20 percent of its population was 

Huguenot-French; French was an important language not only for Frederick II’s court and for his 

academy but for the city itself. In the Berlin Aufklärung, French-language philosophical 

discourse had a significance that is only now coming to be sufficiently appreciated.ciii John 

Yolton’s Locke and French Materialism has shown that this Francophone discourse turned upon 

the so-called “Three Hypotheses” (occasionalism, preestablished harmony, and physical influx) 

conceived by Leibniz.civ Avi Lifschitz demonstrates a similar centrality for “Epicurean 



naturalism,” especially regarding the link of language with mind and culture.cv   Part of the 

revitalized Berlin Academy’s mission under Frederick II was to introduce into German culture 

Western—primarily French—Enlightenment ideas, even at the expense of Pietist and Wolffian 

domestic traditions.cvi What followed was the influx of French vital materialism and its uptake by 

German Freigeister (free spirits).cvii 

This high German Enlightenment began the moment that Lessing chose to abandon his 

formal university studies in Leipzig and move to Berlin to take up a career as a freelance writer 

(freier Schriftsteller).cviii What made his experience possible? The old-fashioned connection to 

the reign of Frederick II of Prussia (1740–86) retains its historical plausibility.cix Three particular 

features of his new reign are central here: first, his reinstatement of Christian Wolff (1679–1756) 

at the University of Halle; second, his revitalization of the Berlin Academy, especially through 

the recruitment of French intellectuals; and third, closely related to this, his interest in fostering 

“freethinking” in the sphere of religion. The third connection is tightly interwoven with the 

second because “freethinking,” in the German mind, could not be dissociated from French 

materialism. 

In Germany, Berlin was the unquestioned center of such freethinking, with two distinct 

poles: Frederick II and his court, on the one hand, and Lessing and his circle in the publishing 

world of Berlin, on the other.cx As a university student in Leipzig, Lessing had pursued freedom 

of thought and expression into its most problematic quarters. He was drawn to a consideration of 

dissenters and their fates, creating a mini-genre for himself, the Rettung, or “vindication,” to 

which he devoted a good deal of writing from the late 1740s into the early 1750s.cxi When he 

moved to Berlin, he brought his commitment to tolerance with him.cxii Lessing believed it was 

essential to break loose the idea of freedom of thought from the orthodox clerical opprobrium 



and popular dread it conventionally encountered. That goal animated Lessing’s pioneering 

critical journalism in Berlin: “the penetrating and constantly repeated call to ‘thinking for oneself 

[Selbstdenken],’ ‘judging for oneself [Selbsturtheilen],’ is the organizing center of all the 

individual efforts regarding the public even in Lessing’s early years.”cxiii He set out to cultivate—

indeed, to create—a new urban reading public by weaning it away from the religious confines of 

traditional culture, on the one hand, and from acquiescence to representations of courtly and 

aristocratic preeminence, on the other. As E. Schmidt puts it, “Even before exposure to the 

dangerous atmosphere of Berlin Lessing was . . . already enlightened enough to consider a 

freethinker, esprit fort, Freigeist something more than a puppet with which the moral weeklies 

like governesses keep their children full of fear of the Lord.”cxiv The young Lessing relished the 

notion of Freigeisterei and it was central to his personal project. 

The terminology of Freidenker or Freigeister became established only around 

midcentury, displacing an older reliance on imported French terms, such as libertin and 

libertinage. Thus, Zedlers Universallexicon (1736) had no entries for Freidenker or Freigeist but 

did address their conceptual content under the French derivation Libertiner.cxv By 1758 Johann 

Mehlig’s Historisches Kirchen- und Ketzer Lexikon had no use for that French term, inserting 

instead an article on Freydenker in which Mehlig reported: “that is how those are called who 

would earlier generally have been termed libertines.”cxvi Reiner Wild takes this to be a sign that 

the latter term was “already by the midcentury an obsolete usage.”cxvii The next year, 1759, 

Johann Anton Trinius (1722–84) published his remarkable Freydenker-Lexikon.cxviii Thus, we 

have good grounds for believing that the question of “freethinking” was prominent in the 

German cultural context of midcentury, especially in Berlin.cxix Vernacular translation did not, 

however, displace cultural meaning: freethinking remained, for Germans, very “French.” As 



Trinius’s fascinating lexicon makes clear as well, the connection to Epicureanism and Spinozism 

was constitutive for Freigeisterei. With the opening volumes of the Encyclopédie of Diderot and 

d’Alembert, the “party of the philosophes” achieved notoriety in Germany.cxx One of the 

casualties of the early French battles over the Encyclopédie, the abbé de Prades (1720–82), found 

refuge in Berlin. The most notorious “materialist,” La Mettrie, had already taken refuge there. 

For the indigenous Aufklärung in Berlin, and for Germany more widely, “freethinking” and 

French, Epicurean-Lucretian, and Spinozist “materialism” came to be inextricably associated. 

All this would prove fateful for the rise of life science in Germany. 
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